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Abstract

Complete limit order data from Korea show individual stocks’ demand and supply
elasticities correlating negatively in short windows. That is, whenever a stock’s de-
mand is unusually elastic, its supply is unusually inelastic, and vice versa. However, in
long windows, individual stocks’ demand and supply elasticities correlate positively.
Notably, both fall about 40% with the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis, and remain de-
pressed long after the market and macroeconomic variables recover. A parsimonious
model explains both findings with investor information heterogeneity and risk-
aversion parameters, fixed in the short-run, being permanently shifted by the crisis.

JEL classification: G01, G12, G14

1. Introduction

If investors receive unique private signals about a stock’s value, its market demand and sup-

ply curves need not be horizontal (Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980). Rather, their
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heterogeneous private valuations can give different investors different reservation prices for

buying or selling a stock; and their individual demand and supply schedules can sum hori-

zontally to finitely elastic market demand and supply schedules for each individual stock.

Because the stock market is a pure exchange economy, a deep connection links each stock’s

demand and supply elasticities: a stock’s fluctuating market price and investors’ fluctuating

heterogeneous private valuations can move investors from the buy-side to the sell-side and

vice versa, thus shifting their weight from one elasticity to the other.1

This article analyzes these issues in a simple model and provides empirical findings from

daily demand and supply schedules constructed from complete limit order book data for all

Korea Stock Exchange (KSE) stocks from 1997 to 2000.2 Because we can observe (not esti-

mate) the whole demand and supply schedules of limit orders for every listed stock at each

point in time, we measure the elasticity of each schedule separately and directly. This

bypasses entirely the standard identification problems associated with elasticity estimation

using observed quantities traded and equilibrium prices. We can thus compare the two

observed elasticities for each stock and statistically investigate the relationship between

them, which is a novel feature of this article.

Traditional asset pricing models such as the CAPM (Sharpe, 1964; Lintner, 1965) assume

that investors have homogeneous expectations on the value of stocks. This implies infinitely

elastic demand and supply curves for risky assets at the market price. However, a large body

of evidence suggests that investors have heterogeneous expectations on asset payoffs

(Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980; Varian, 1985, 2000; Hong and Stein, 2007). This will lead to

finite elasticities of demand or supply curves, which are determined by the degree of risk aver-

sion and the precision of investors’ expectations. If these model parameters exhibit common

variation across investors, the resulting demand and supply elasticities rise and fall together,

and the cross-correlation is positive. For example, if all investors become more risk averse,

the demand and supply schedules both steepen. Similarly, a more transparent or homoge-

neous information environment flattens both curves. This positive cross-correlation, which

we dub the symmetric market depth effect, arises in the risk-neutral model of Admati and

Pfleiderer (1988) and finds empirical support in Brennan et al. (2012).

However, heterogeneous valuations may also cause a second type of interaction between

a stock’s demand and supply elasticities, which we call the asymmetric market depth effect.

For example, suppose the private valuation of an investor is higher than its price. On such a

day, she contributes nothing to the stock’s market supply schedule, but a positive amount

to its market demand schedule. On another day, her valuation might be below the price, so

1 To a first approximation, the number of a given firm’s shares outstanding is fixed in the short-run

because firms issue or repurchase shares infrequently. However, this does not render a stock’s

supply curve, defined as the quantities on offer at each price, vertical because different investors,

with different private valuations, have different buying and selling reservation prices.

2 One caveat is that submitted limit orders may not solely represent true demand and supply curves

of investors but may also represent orders for portfolio reallocation or liquidity provision reasons.

However, these orders are most likely to be observed around the market price for order execution

purposes, as explained in Section 3.4. We show that all our results are observed even when we

construct demand and supply curves excluding orders around market prices. Another caveat is

that investors with private valuations so far from the market price that their trades are unlikely to

execute may not bother to submit limit orders, and so their latent contributions to market demand

and supply do not enter our data.
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she switches from buying to selling. Her contribution to the market demand schedule falls

to zero, but her contribution to the market supply schedule now becomes positive. This

switching may induce a negative cross-correlation between demand and supply elasticities.

Section 2 presents a simple model of both market depth effects, and demonstrates that the

asymmetric effect is likely to predominate empirically in the short-run, when investors’ risk

aversion and private valuation confidence parameters are fixed, whereas the symmetric ef-

fect is likely to predominate in the long-run when parameters vary.

Our empirical analyses use complete daily limit order books (over 550 million observa-

tions) for all Korean listed stocks from December 1996 to December 2000. This window in-

cludes the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis. The Korean Stock Exchange is a heavily limit-order

driven market (limit orders constitute 94.8% of all buy orders and 93.0% of sell orders),

and is thus particularly well-suited to our analysis. Our empirical results are as follows.

First, substantial limit order depth extends well away from market prices. More than a

quarter of all limit orders are 10% or more away from current market prices. All limit

orders are day orders in the KSE, so these are newly submitted each day. While finitely elas-

tic curves are possible with homogeneous expectations, but heterogeneous impatience

(Handa and Schwartz, 1996; Parlour, 1998) and competition between providers of immedi-

ate execution should drive limit orders toward the market price (Sandås, 2001; Kalay,

Sade, and Wohl, 2004). Thus, our data intimate that heterogeneous impatience, though ob-

viously important in many contexts, may not be a complete explanation here.

Second, individual stocks’ demand and supply elasticities rise and fall together over the

long-run, consistent with our model’s symmetric market depth effect. The cross-correlation

between monthly means of daily market-level demand and supply elasticities exceeds

90%.3 This is comparable with the cross-correlation between the monthly mean demand

and supply market depth measures (Kyle’s (1985) lambdas) of Brennan et al. (2012). Most

markedly, both demand and supply are substantially more elastic before than after the

1997 Asian Financial Crisis: a 1% price change corresponds to a 35% (38%) change in

quantity demanded (quantity supplied) before the crisis, but only a 20% (24%) change

after the crisis.4 Unlike other economic and financial indicators, which fluctuate dramatic-

ally during the crisis but then revert to near their pre-crisis levels, both elasticities persist at

lower levels through December 2000. This persistent market depth reduction is at odds

with post-crisis reforms and rising online trading, which would arguably deepen the market

by enhancing transparency and reducing transactions costs, respectively (Kim and Kim,

2008). Thus, Korean data do not echo the secular trend toward deeper markets evident in

the USA (Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam, 2001; Brennan et al., 2012), at least during

our sample period. Our finding is also consistent with a major crisis elevating remaining

market participants’ risk aversion (Yehuda, 2002; Graham and Narasimhan, 2004;

Graham, Hazarika, and Narasimhan, 2011; Schoar and Zuo, 2011; Malmendier and

Nagel, 2011; Malmendier, Tate, and Yan, 2011), increasing their uncertainty about the

precisions of their private valuations (Bloom, 2013), or both. Moreover, these changes

3 Daily market-level demand and supply elasticities are defined as the cross-sectional means of daily

demand and supply elasticities of each firm.

4 Consistent with our finding, Atanasov and Merrick (2011) find a 50% drop in the demand elasticity

for newly auctioned Federal Home Loan Bank discount notes in the US housing crisis period begin-

ning in August 2007. Since their sample period ends in June 2008, they could not examine the de-

mand elasticity after the crisis.
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persist for many years after the crisis. Our results also imply that a crisis may make stock

markets more vulnerable to an exogenous shift in demand or supply curve, generating large

price changes due to significantly reduced elasticities of both curves.

Third, superimposed on this positive long-run co-movement pattern, we detect a nega-

tive short-run cross-correlation between the two elasticities. This is evident throughout the

sample window, despite both mean elasticities becoming persistently lower after the 1997

crisis. These results are consistent with switching and our model’s asymmetric market depth

effect. The average within-month correlation between daily market-level demand and sup-

ply elasticities lies between �0.67 and �0.83. That is, stocks that develop unusually elastic

demand schedules tend simultaneously to develop unusually inelastic supply schedules and

vice versa. The near-zero auto-correlations observed for the elasticities of both schedules

are consistent with extreme values being transitory.

These findings complement and extend previous empirical work in several ways. First,

our direct measures of individual stocks’ elasticities from complete limit order books valid-

ate studies indirectly inferring finite elasticities from share auctions (Bagwell, 1992;

Kandel, Sarig, and Wohl, 1999; Liaw, Liu, and Wei, 2000), near-market limit orders

(Sandås, 2001; Kalay, Sade, and Wohl, 2004), and index revisions (Shleifer, 1986). Second,

our findings of asymmetric market depths in the short-run complement prior work on the

time-varying price impact of trading. For example, Kraus and Stoll (1972), Chan and

Lakonishok (1993, 1995), and Gemmill (1996) report a larger price impact for buys, while

Keim and Madhavan (1996) and Bikker, Spierdijk, and van der Sluis (2007) report a larger

price impact for sells. Chiyachantana et al. (2004) report that the price impact of buys ex-

ceeds that of sells in the 1990s bull market; while the opposite holds in the 2001 bear mar-

ket. Our model implies that, if heterogeneity in investors’ private valuations is

economically important, the observed price impact results from an interaction of the stock’s

demand and supply schedules, and that either sign can prevail. Finally, our empirical results

provide stylized facts potentially useful in shaping more complete models of limited arbi-

trage and heterogeneous private valuations.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 develops a simple model

to convey our economic intuition. Section 3 discusses the microstructure of the KSE and

our dataset, while Section 4 presents our empirical results. Section 5 concludes.

2. Model

We consider a single period economy with one risky asset and one risk-free asset. The rate

of return on the risk-free asset is normalized to zero. The risky asset has a random liquid-

ation pay-off v � N v;r2
v

� �
, with v > 0: The economy contains I partially informed in-

vestors. Each investor i has an initial endowment of zero in the risky asset and assigns that

asset a private valuation vi ¼ EiðvÞ. We take these private valuations to be normally distrib-

uted with investor-specific levels of precision, denoted r�2
i ¼ 1=VarðvjviÞ, and investors’

forecast errors, vi � v, to be jointly independent with zero means. Assuming constant abso-

lute risk aversion (CARA) utility, ui Wið Þ ¼ �e�ciWi , yields the standard result that each in-

vestor’s net demand schedule for the risky asset is

xi p; við Þ ¼ 1

cir
2
i

vi � pð Þ ¼ hi vi � pð Þ: (1)
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Thus, her net demand is linear in the difference between her private valuation of

the asset, vi, and its price, p. Investor i is a buyer (seller) if her individual net demand

for the risky asset, xi p; við Þ, is positive (negative). This means her net demand, xi p; við Þ, can

be conceptualized as her demand, Di ¼ maxfxi p; við Þ; 0g, minus her supply,

Si ¼ �minfxi p; við Þ; 0g. Thus,

xi p; við Þ ¼ Di p; við Þ � Si p; við Þ: (2)

The market demand and supply schedules are then

D p; vi;i¼1; ... I

� �
¼
XI

i¼1

Di p; við Þ ¼
XI

i¼1

hi vi � pð Þdvi>p (3)

and

S p; vi;i¼1; ... I

� �
¼
XI

i¼1

Si p; við Þ ¼
XI

i¼1

hi p� við Þdvi<p; (4)

with dvi>p an indicator set to 1 if vi > p and 0 otherwise. We define the market elasticity of

demand as De � �@D p; vi;i¼1; ... I

� �
=@p and the market elasticity of supply as

Se � @S p; vi;i¼1; ... I

� �
=@p.5

We are now ready to formalize the model’s first major implication driven by the heterogen-

eity of private valuations across investors, which we dub the asymmetric market depth effect.

Proposition 1. If the assumptions in our model hold and all parameters,

ðci;r
�2
i Þi¼1; ... ;I

n o
, are fixed, then the market demand and supply elasticities are perfectly

negatively cross-correlated—that is, qðDe; SeÞ ¼ �1.

Proof: See Appendix A.

Proposition 1 is intuitive. If the market clearing price, p�, is less than investor i’s private

valuation of the risky asset, vi, she is a buyer, and thus contributes � @Di p;við Þ
@p ¼ hi > 0 to the

elasticity of the market demand schedule, but nothing to that of the market supply sched-

ule. However, were her private valuation signal, vi, instead below p�, she would switch

from being a buyer to being a seller. She would then contribute a positive quantity,
@S p;við Þ
@p ¼ hi > 0, to the elasticity of the market supply schedule, but nothing to that of the

market demand schedule. Obviously, our model is a drastic simplification, and misses

many possible complications.6 Nonetheless, the gist of Proposition 1 is merely that

5 The model makes predictions about absolute values of slopes, but these can be interpreted as

elasticities for several reasons. First, not scaling by p is defensible because the exponential form

of investors’ utility functions precludes wealth effects. Thus, investors’ individual demand and sup-

ply schedules remain unchanged if we replace ðp; v1; . . . ; vIÞ with ðp þ c; v1 þ c; . . . ; vI þ cÞ.
Thus, scaling by p is irrelevant. Second, using dollar changes in models, but percentage changes

in empirical tests of those models is now well-established in the literature (e.g., Campbell,

Grossman, and Wang, 1993; Llorente et al., 2002). Finally, these quantities behave like elasticities.

For example, even one investor on each side of the limit order book with either perfect certainty,

r2
i ¼ 0, or risk neutrality, ci ¼ 0, collapses the model into horizontal demand and supply curves.

This is because such an investor must have hi ¼ 1
ci r

2
i

¼ 1, which implies that S e ¼
PI

i hi dvi<p

¼ 1 and De ¼
PI

i hi dvi>p ¼ 1.

6 For example, non-linear individual demand and supply schedules might arise if alternative utility

functions induced wealth effects; and risky labor income streams, correlated with the risky asset’s
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investors’ switching back and forth between the demand and supply sides of the limit order

book readily works to reduce the cross-correlation toward minus one.7

Next, we explore the implications of allowing investors’ risk aversion parameters and the

precisions of their private valuations to change. We interpret these changes as occurring over

the long run, during which different states of the world, with different underlying model par-

ameters, may prevail. Specifically, we nest successive replays of the above model setup within

draws of the model’s parameters; a state of the world, x, is first drawn to determine each in-

vestor’s risk aversion and precision parameters, x ¼ fcx;i; r
�2
x;igi¼1; ... ;I

. Then, taking these par-

ameters as constants, each day under this state of the world is a new iteration of the single

period model. After a succession of such days, a new state of the world, x0, is drawn and a se-

cond succession of trading days ensues under its parameters.8 We refer to the transition from

x to x0 as a change in the state of the world, and define the long-run as a window sufficiently

long to include observations from more than one state of the world. Importantly, information

heterogeneity does not disappear in the long-run: investors’ private estimates of the stock’s

fundamental value, v, do not grow more precise over time because they are chasing a moving

target; in each iteration of the one-period model, each investor receives a new private valu-

ation signal and her previous private valuation signal becomes irrelevant.

These assumptions imply a positive cross-correlation over the long-run, as the state of

the world shifts, between the mean market elasticities of demand and supply each measured

repeatedly across the whole population of investors in successive short-run windows.

Proposition 2. A succession of mean market demand and supply elasticities, each meas-

ured in the short-run (i.e., within state of the world x) and denoted D�
x � E Dejx½ � and

S�x � E Sejx½ �, respectively, is perfectly positively correlated over the long-run (i.e., across

multiple states of the world, indexed by x and each characterized by a set of parameters,

fcx;i; r
�2
x;igi¼1; ... ;I

). That is, q D�
x; S

�
x

� �
¼ 1 over observations encompassing multiple succes-

sive states of the world, x.

Proof: See Appendix A.

The key insight of Proposition 2 is that the means of individual stocks’ market demand and

supply elasticities, both measured in short-run windows, rise and fall together as the econ-

omy shifts from one state of the world to another. Combining Propositions 1 and 2 allows

that the negative correlation between demand and supply elasticities observed within each

fundamental value, might further complicate the model. Second, short sale constraints, transaction

costs, or other frictions might hinder investors from switching their position. If so, investors might

have three options: buy, sell, or withdraw from the market. Such frictions could readily lift the nega-

tive “asymmetric market depth” effect, qðDe; S eÞ, above minus one.

7 We interpret each trading day as an iteration of the static model outlined above. This assumption

implies that the demand and supply curves are both reconstructed every day, as investors receive

new private valuations vi ’s. While this is a simplifying assumption, it captures a key characteristic

of the Korea Stock Exchange: all unexecuted orders are automatically deleted at the end of each

day’s trading, and do not appear in the following day’s opening auction.

8 State-of-the-world changes might include financial crises or major institutional changes. For mod-

eling simplicity, our investors are myopic in the sense that they know their own risk aversion and

information precision parameters and solve their optimization problems anew each trading day, but

do not anticipate possible changes in the state of the world, and thus in their own risk aversion

and precision parameters. Rather, state-of-the-world changes are both unexpected ex ante and

perceived as permanent ex post.
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state (Proposition 1) can be washed away in the long-run by their common variation across

states. The next sections examine this possibility empirically.

3. Data and Elasticity Measurement

3.1 Trade and Quote Records Data

Our Korean Stock Exchange Trade and Quote data are computer records of all KSE market

and limit orders—filled and unfilled. These data are complete: there are no invisible orders.

Each record gives a ticker symbol, a date and precise time; a flag for buy versus sell orders;

and, for limit orders, the price. Margin and short sale orders are also flagged.

Trading at the KSE, an order driven market without designated market makers or special-

ists, opens at 9:00 AM with an auction for each stock, in which bids and offers accumulated

after the previous day’s close, all taken as simultaneous, are matched to generate its opening

price. All limit orders are day orders: unexecuted limit orders cancel automatically at each

day’s close. Continuous trading sets prices thereafter, until 10 min before the market’s 3:00

PM close, when another set of auctions determines each stock’s closing price. Online

Appendix I and Choe, Kho, and Stulz (1999) provide more details about the KSE’s operations.

Our sample contains complete data from December 1, 1996, to December 31, 2000.

Table I summarizes its composition. We use only orders involving common shares, so that

each firm is represented by only one listed security.

In constructing demand and supply schedules, we focus on limit orders because market

orders, by definition, do not specify prices.9 Also, market orders are a very small fraction of

Table I. Distribution of orders and trades

Orders can be limit or market orders, and can be submitted in an opening auction or in continu-

ous trading throughout the day. Data are for common stocks trading on the KSE from December

1996 to December 2000. Each daily trading session is partitioned into an opening auction and the

continuous trading during the rest of the day. Values in parentheses are average order sizes.

Order Type Entire day Opening auction Rest of day

continuous market

Buys Market Number 13,938,249 3,620,127 10,318,122

Average size (1,177.40) (1,096.11) (1,205.92)

Limit Number 253,301,774 47,428,384 205,873,390

Average size (1,298.60) (1,251.10) (1,309.54)

Total Number 267,240,023 51,048,511 216,191,512

Average size (1,292.28) (1,240.11) (1,304.60)

Sells Market Number 19,880,406 6,966,032 12,914,374

Average size (716.69) (628.91) (764.04)

Limit Number 263,831,555 53,011,848 210,819,707

Average size (1,729.71) (1,254.08) (1,849.31)

Total Number 283,711,961 59,977,880 223,734,081

Average size (1,658.72) (1,181.47) (1,786.66)

9 Bloomfield, O’Hara, and Saar (2005) and Kaniel and Liu (2006) argue that informed investors prefer

limit orders to market orders. Thus, limit orders are likely more useful for gauging information het-

erogeneity across investors.
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total orders on the KSE. Table I shows limit orders comprising 94.78% of buy orders and

92.99% of sell orders. The rarity of market orders likely reflects their novelty. Market

orders were introduced by the KSE on November 25, 1996, only a few days before our sam-

ple period begins, and remained little used. 10

3.2 Demand and Supply Schedules

To gauge elasticities, we take an opening snapshot and a 2:30 PM snapshot of each stock’s

complete limit order book each day. The first plots the stock’s limit order demand and sup-

ply schedules in its opening auction. The second plots the stock’s two schedules amid con-

tinuous trading, 30 min before the close—that is, at 2:30 PM each weekday, but at 11:30

AM in Saturday sessions, which the KSE held until December 5, 1998. Because unexecuted

limit orders expire at the close, the opening snapshot is unlikely to be distorted by stale

orders. Limit orders at 2:30 PM may contain some stale orders submitted earlier the same

day after the opening auction. However, our results are qualitatively similar regardless of

which snapshots we use, so our findings are unlikely to be driven by stale orders.

These plots are constructed precisely as in introductory economics textbooks, and are best

explained with an example. Figure 1 graphs limit order demand and supply schedules on

November 11, 2000, for Samsung Electronics, a large and heavily traded KSE listing.11 These

schedules are constructed by horizontally summing all limit orders that would execute at a

given price. The sum of all buy orders that would execute at a given price p is the demand for

Samsung Electronics at that price. As the price is decreased, tick by tick, successively more

buy limit orders join the executable list so the demand schedule reaches further to the right at

lower prices. The sum of all sell orders that would execute at price p is analogously the supply

of Samsung Electronics shares offered at that price. The demand and supply schedules at both

the opening auction and 2:30 PM resemble those in standard economics textbooks, with the

obvious proviso that the area to the left of the market price observed in the opening auction

is unobservable in continuous trading. Figure 2 shows Samsung Electronics’ demand and sup-

ply schedules at 15-min intervals throughout the day including the opening and closing auc-

tions. The figure illustrates that the opening and 2:30 PM snapshots are typical. Graphs on

other dates and for other stocks look similar to those shown in Figure 2.

Using this technique, we take snapshots of the limit order demand and supply schedules

for each listed stock twice each day, precisely as in Figure 1. We begin by constructing ana-

logs of Figure 1 for each stock j. For each bid price p, we sum the bid orders that would exe-

cute at that price to obtain demand12

dj pð Þ ¼
XB

b¼1

nbjdpbj�p; (5)

10 Another reason for the rarity of market orders on the KSE can be related to the fact that market

orders typically enter the system as limit orders specifying a near market price (called marketable

limit orders).

11 We randomly choose three other stocks from the large, medium, and small capitalization groups.

Their graphs all resemble Figure 1.

12 Cancellations and revisions are tracked in real time. That is, orders cancelled during the day are

included until cancelled and orders revised during the day trigger immediate price and quantity

adjustments upon their revisions.
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with b an index of all bid limit orders, 1; . . . ;Bf g; nbj the number of shares in stock j sought

in order b, and dpbj�p an indicator set to one if order b executes at price p and to zero other-

wise. The supply of stock j at p is analogously defined over all ask limit orders, indexed by

a 2 1; . . . ;Af g, as

sj pð Þ ¼
XA

a¼1

najdpaj�p: (6)

For each stock, at each point in time, we thus map price p into a total quantity of stock j

demanded, dj(p), and a total quantity supplied, sj(p). This technique reveals demand and

supply schedules for each stock at each day’s opening auction and again at 2:30 PM.

3.3 Measuring Elasticities

Since we need to compare the price sensitivities of stocks, defined as De and Se in the previ-

ous section, with different price levels and quantities, we require a normalization proced-

ure. We therefore take De and Se to be log differences in quantities offered or sought,

Figure 1. Observed demand and supply schedules for Samsung Electronics on November 11, 2000.

The opening auction orders graphs (thick lines) reflect all buy and sell orders submitted for the open-

ing auction that sets the opening price. The 2:30 PM limit orders graphs (thin lines) reflect all outstand-

ing limit orders as of 2:30 PM.
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divided by log differences in prices.13 As noted in footnote 5, absolute changes in a CARA

utility model with normally distributed prices are intuitively equivalent to log changes in

the data (e.g., Campbell, Grossman, and Wang, 1993; Llorente et al., 2002). This approach

is especially useful in this context because it also lets the data choose a denominator, albeit

Figure 2. Demand and supply schedules in real time for Samsung Electronics on November 11, 2000.

Demand and supply schedules for Samsung Electronics from the opening auction orders through the

end of trading constructed from snapshots of complete limit order books taken every 15 min.

13 Ahern (2014) also uses the log-linear specification in estimating elasticities for 144 randomly se-

lected NYSE stocks over three months in 1990–1.
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at the cost of imposing a constant elasticity assumption across the whole of each side of the

limit order book. This assumption is clearly restrictive, but parsimoniously characterizes

the valuation heterogeneity across the broad price ranges that we observe in the data.

Section 3.5 and subsequent sections examine the validity of this log-linear specification

using subsets of the limit order books.

To measure the elasticity of demand in limit orders for firm j’s stock at time t (either at

the opening auction or at 2:30 PM for each trading day), we thus regress ln dj;t pkð Þ
� �

, the

logarithm of total quantity demanded at limit order price pk at time t, on the logarithm of

that limit order price, pk, where k indexes successively higher limit order prices, by tick

size, through the relevant price range in the limit order book for that stock that day. That

is, we approximate the stock’s elasticity of demand as the coefficient on ln pk½ � in the

regression

ln dj;t pkð Þ
� �

¼ aj;t �De
j;tln pk½ � þ uj;t;k: (7)

The elasticity of demand at time t is thus De
j;t, the percentage decrease in the quantity of

stock j sought given a 1% rise in its price.

The elasticity of supply at time t is likewise the percentage increase in the quantity of

stock j offered given a 1% rise in its price, and so is measured by Se
j;t, the coefficient on

ln pk½ �, in the regression

ln sj;t pkð Þ
� �

¼ bj;t þ Se
j;tln pk½ � þ vj;t;k: (8)

Both demand and supply elasticities are measured only when we have over five price-

quantity pairs. In the final sample, the mean (median) number of pairs used is 17 (13) for

opening auction demand elasticities and 17 (12) for opening auction supply elasticities, and

17 (14) and 21 (16) for 2:30 PM demand and supply elasticities, respectively. The mean

(median) regression R2 of Equation (7) at the opening auction and at 2:30 PM are 74%

(76%) and 64% (65%), respectively; and those of Equation (8) are 80% (82%) and 72%

(74%), respectively, suggesting that the log-on-log specification indeed parsimoniously

summarizes the data.

Finally, although Equations (7) and (8) use regression coefficients as elasticity measure-

ments, no simultaneity bias arises. This is because we do not jointly estimate demand and

supply elasticities from the same data. Rather, we plot out observed demand and supply

schedules precisely and then apply Equations (7) and (8) to measure the slope of each side

of the limit order book. Our elasticities are estimates not because of endogeneity bias, but

because of measurement error—for example, we cannot include latent limit orders that in-

vestors would place if their probability of execution rose.

3.4 Limit Order Book Range and Liquidity Provision

Panels A and B of Table II show substantial limit order depths well away from the market

price. In the typical opening auction, about 31% of buy limit orders and 25% of sell limit

orders are more than 10% away from the market price. At 2:30 PM, some 32% of buy

orders and 27% of sell orders are over 10% away from the market price. Note that this dis-

persion is not due to stale limit orders, as all unexecuted limit orders expire at the end of

the trading day.

If investors had relatively homogeneous valuations, limit orders should be concentrated

around the market price. The substantial far out-of-the-money limit order depth we observe
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Table II. Limit order book ranges

On each trading day, the limit order book prices for the opening auction are normalized by the

opening price while the limit order book prices at 2:30 PM are normalized by the bid-ask mid-

point. Then, quantities (in millions of shares) demanded and supplied in each price range are

accumulated over the sample period of December 1996 to December 2000.

Panel A: Opening auction

Demand Supply

Limit order price as

percent of opening price

Quantity Percent of

total quantity

Quantity Percent of

total quantity

Price< 85% 4,987 14.0 64 0.2

85%� Price< 90% 5,945 16.7 121 0.4

90%� Price< 95% 8,206 23.0 315 1.0

95%� Price< 97% 5,077 14.2 350 1.2

97%� Price< 98% 2,790 7.8 314 1.0

98%� Price< 99% 2,793 7.8 515 1.7

99%� Price< 100% 2,712 7.6 757 2.5

100%� Price< 101% 1,052 2.9 2,011 6.6

101%� Price< 102% 631 1.8 2,069 6.8

102%� Price< 103% 384 1.1 2,238 7.4

103%� Price< 105% 415 1.2 4,715 15.5

105%� Price< 110% 413 1.2 9,454 31.1

110%� Price< 115% 160 0.4 5,564 18.3

Price� 115% 95 0.3 1,938 6.4

Total 35,659 100.0 30,423 100.0

Panel B: 2:30 PM

Demand Supply

Limit order price as percent

of the bid-ask mid-point

Quantity Percent of

total quantity

Quantity Percent of

total quantity

Price< 85% 6,044 13.8

85%� Price< 90% 7,984 18.2

90%� Price< 95% 10,053 22.9

95%� Price< 97% 6,359 14.5

97%� Price< 98% 4,102 9.3

98%� Price< 99% 4,907 11.2

99%� Price< 100% 4,476 10.2

100%� Price< 101% 3,321 6.6

101%� Price< 102% 4,521 9.0

102%� Price< 103% 4,610 9.2

103%� Price< 105% 8,651 17.2

105%� Price< 110% 15,438 30.8

110%� Price< 115% 8,563 17.1

Price� 115% 5,088 10.1

Total 43,925 100.0 50,193 100.0
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is thus suggestive of substantial variation in private valuations across investors and thus

supports prior work along these lines (Hong and Stein, 2007).14 In our model, an investor

who believes an asset is overvalued by 10% would place a buy order with a limit of 10% or

more below the current market price.

However, inelastic demand or supply curves can also be modeled in the absence of het-

erogeneity in investors’ private valuations if investors exhibit a substantial variation in pa-

tience (e.g., Handa and Schwarz, 1996; Parlour, 1998; Foucault, Kadan, and Kandel,

2005). In these models, patient investors gain by placing limit orders above and below a

stock’s fundamental value, providing immediate execution to impatient investors.

However, these models most plausibly explain limit orders nearer the market price (Sandås,

2001; Kalay, Sade, and Wohl, 2004), because competition between providers of immediate

execution should push their limit orders toward the market price. However, Table II shows

only 10.5% of buy limit orders and 9.1% of sell limit orders falling within 1% of the mar-

ket price at the opening auction. At 2:30 PM, only 10.2% of buy limit orders and 6.6% of

sell limit orders lie within 1% of the market price. Even if we take 3% as an acceptable

price for immediate execution under normal market conditions, as much as 69–75% of all

limit orders are too far away from the market prices in the opening auction and at 2:30

PM, respectively, to be plausibly explained by this reasoning.

Given such substantial width in limit order distributions, we see Ockham’s razor favor-

ing substantial heterogeneity in investors’ private valuations. We concur with Hollifield,

Miller, and Sandås (2004) and Hollifield et al. (2006) that valuation heterogeneity and pa-

tience heterogeneity are both important and merit full investigation.15 Our results suggest

that differences in patience, however important, are unlikely to be the whole story behind

such a wide dispersion in limit order prices.

3.5 Whole and Cored Elasticities

To further abate the effects of (possibly strategic) liquidity provision in the absence of het-

erogeneity in investors’ private valuations, we revisit our tests using what we call cored

elasticities: elasticity measures estimated excluding limit orders near the market price,

where limit orders unassociated with valuation heterogeneity are most likely to be found.

We define near-market limit orders as those priced in the open interval

pm 1� kð Þ;pm 1þ kð Þð Þ, centered at the market price, pm, with k set to 1%, 2%, or 3%. By

dropping price-quantity pairs with prices in these successively larger near-market open

14 Strictly speaking, models such as ours create a theoretical limit order book that spans the entire

range of possible stock prices. By substantial variation in private valuations, we mean a range of

price values for which some investors would decide to become demanders (suppliers) of the

asset who would not do so for prices closer to the current market price.

15 Hollifield, Miller, and Sandås (2004) and Hollifield et al. (2006) model impatience and information

heterogeneity in concert, and conclude that the two are inseparably confounded and must be

considered jointly. They emphasize the role of valuation heterogeneity in the following quote:

“traders with high private values submit buy orders with high execution probabilities. Traders with

low private values submit sell orders with high execution probabilities. Traders with intermediate

private values either submit no orders, or submit buy or sell orders with low execution proba-

bilities” (Hollifield et al., 2006, p. 2760). Intuitively, investors with private information provide stra-

tegic liquidity at better prices than other potential providers, making actual strategic liquidity

provision a by-product of heterogeneous valuations. This prediction is confirmed experimentally

(Bloomfield, O’Hara, and Saar, 2005).
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intervals, we obtain cored demand and supply schedules, so-named because of the holes

around the market prices at their centers. At all non-near-market prices, these demand and

supply schedules are identical to those described above.

Thus, given a demand schedule of price-quantity pairs p;dðpÞð Þf g, we denote the corres-

ponding cored demand schedules, Cd(k), for k¼1%, 2%, or 3%, as

CdðkÞ � p; d pð Þð Þ j p 2 0; pmð1� kÞð �[ pm 1þ kð Þ;þ1½ Þf g: (9)

Cored supply schedules are analogously defined.

We then run Equations (7) and (8) on these cored demand and supply schedules to ob-

tain cored elasticities of demand or supply. This approach makes use of the abundance of

out-of-the-money limit orders in our dataset by focusing on the parts of limit order books

that heretofore have received relatively little attention. Another virtue of exploring cored

elasticities is that they let us check the validity of the log-linear specification by using differ-

ent subsets of the limit order book. If the log-linear specification were invalid, we would

find pronounced differences for differently cored elasticities.

4. Empirical Results

Using dates ascertained by Kim and Wei (2002), we partition our sample period into three

“state-of-the-world” sub-periods; a pre-crisis period of December 1996–October 1997, an

in-crisis period of November 1997–October 1998, and a post-crisis period of November

1998–December 2000.

4.1 Magnitudes

Panels A and B of Figure 3 plot daily mean elasticities, averaged across all firms, against

time. Panel C plots the KSE index over the same period. Table III reports summary statistics

for the underlying firm-level daily elasticities of demand and supply schedules. The table

shows median demand elasticities of about 20 both in opening auctions and at 2:30 PM;

and median supply elasticities of 24 in opening auctions and 23 at 2:30 PM. The inverses of

the elasticities are all statistically significantly greater than 0 (p< 0.0001), confirming finite

elasticities. A 1% increase in price thus induces roughly a 20% drop in demand and a 23%

rise in supply.

Our elasticity measurements generally exceed the 10.50 figure imputed by Kaul,

Mehrotra, and Morck (2000), the 7.89 estimate obtained by Wurgler and Zhuravskaya

(2002), the mean (median) elasticity of 0.68 (1.05) reported by Bagwell (1992) from Dutch

auction share repurchases, and the mean (median) estimate of 2.91 (2.47) by Kandel, Sarig,

and Wohl (1999) from IPO data. Our estimates lie between the lower and upper bounds

determined by Kalay, Sade, and Wohl (2004).

These differences might reflect different methodologies, unique information events used

in some of the studies, or different institutional arrangements in different countries or time

periods. For example, KSE investors observe quantities demanded and supplied at the five

best prices during our sample period, whereas investors in other stock markets generally

have less information.

In our sample, supply is generally more elastic than demand. The difference in means is

highly significant (p< 0.0001) throughout all three sub-periods. Thus, higher supply elas-

ticities are not artifacts of fire sales during the crisis period. Kalay, Sade, and Wohl (2004)

find supply less locally elastic (around market prices) than demand for stocks traded in the
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Figure 3. Mean demand and supply elasticities of individual stocks over time.

Each stock’s elasticity of demand is the negative of the coefficient of log price in a regression explain-

ing log quantity demanded at that price in the stock’s limit order book; while its elasticity of supply is

the coefficient in an analogous regression explaining log quantity supplied. Elasticities are estimated

whenever the stock’s relevant limit order schedule contains over five price-quantity pairs. Elasticities

are measured twice each day from December 1996 to December 2000: first in the opening auction and

again at 2:30 PM. Until December 5, 1998, the KSE was opened Saturday mornings, and the second

elasticity is estimated at 11:30 AM on Saturdays. Daily elasticities are averaged across all stocks and

this mean is graphed against time. The Asian Financial Crisis period is the widened time axis segment

from November 1997 to October 1998. The pre-crisis, and post-crisis periods are December 1996 to

October 1997, and November 1998 to December 2000, respectively.
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Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE), and posit short sale constraints as an explanation. Short

sales are uncommon on the KSE, comprising only about 0.5% of pre-crisis sell orders and

an essentially negligible fraction in the post-crisis period. Thus, our relatively high supply

elasticities are not readily explained by more intense short sale activities in the KSE than in

the TASE.

We may expect higher elasticities at 2:30 PM than at the opening auction if information

propagates throughout the day. However, the evidence is mixed. For the whole sample

period, the 2:30 PM mean elasticity of each curve significantly exceeds its mean opening

auction elasticity. However, the median elasticities show the opposite pattern though by

much smaller margins.

Table III. Elasticities of KSE stocks before, during, and after the 1997 crisis

Each stock’s elasticity of demand is the negative of the coefficient of log price in a regression

explaining log quantity demanded at that price in its limit order book; while its elasticity of sup-

ply is the coefficient in an analogous regression explaining log quantity supplied. Elasticities

are measured twice each day from December 1996 to December 2000: first in the opening auc-

tion and again at 2:30 PM. Elasticities are estimated if over five price-quantity pairs exist for

each firm, each day. All means and medians are significantly below infinity; that is, t-tests and

rank tests, respectively, reject the null hypotheses of their reciprocals being zero at probability

levels better than 1%. Until December 5, 1998, the KSE was opened Saturday mornings, and

the second elasticity is estimated at 11:30 AM on Saturdays. Daily elasticities are averaged

across all stocks and then observed across all days in the specified time periods: the entire sam-

ple, pre-crisis (December 1996–October 1997), in-crisis (November 1997–October 1998), and

post-crisis (November 1998–December 2000) periods.

Panel A: Elasticity of demand

Trading session Sample period Observations Mean Median Standard deviation

Opening auction Entire sample 605,407 22.690 20.320 12.772

Pre-crisis 120,588 32.078 30.015 16.765

In-crisis 139,188 23.102 21.484 12.777

Post-crisis 345,631 19.249 18.260 8.903

2:30 PM Entire sample 591,996 24.791 19.597 20.259

Pre-crisis 122,214 35.189 29.652 24.322

In-crisis 128,252 27.908 22.500 22.027

Post-crisis 341,530 19.899 16.674 15.851

Panel B: Elasticity of supply

Trading session Sample period Observations Mean Median Standard deviation

Opening auction Entire sample 608,952 27.048 24.409 14.341

Pre-crisis 125,565 38.594 36.880 18.215

In-crisis 136,922 27.535 25.626 14.862

Post-crisis 346,465 22.671 21.895 9.293

2:30 PM Entire sample 632,702 28.822 23.368 22.257

Pre-crisis 147,261 38.096 32.885 24.297

In-crisis 139,688 30.372 25.039 23.174

Post-crisis 345,753 24.246 20.402 19.482
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4.2 Positively Correlated Demand and Supply Elasticities in the Long Run

Because we have a long time-series that includes a crisis, we can compare the magnitudes of

elasticities before and after the crisis using one measurement methodology. This sidesteps

the problem of absolute magnitudes not being readily comparable across studies that use

different estimation methods, and permits meaningful comparisons over time as the KSE

trading environment changes. The mean elasticities of both demand and supply fluctuate

far more during the last months of 1997 and the first months of 1998 than either before or

after (Figure 3). This period of instability begins at the onset of the 1997 Asian Financial

Crisis, clearly evident in the KSE index in panel C of Figure 3.

Elasticities of both demand and supply are markedly lower after this interlude of in-

stability, implying more heterogeneous limit order pricing across investors in the post-crisis

period. Table III shows a 39% drop, from 30.0 to 18.3, in the median opening auction de-

mand elasticity; and a 41% drop, from 36.9 to 21.9, in the median opening auction supply

elasticity. Similarly dramatic reductions are evident in 2:30 PM measurements; and in the

means as well. These differences are all statistically significant (p< 0.0001). Note that even

after the KSE market index reverts to the pre-crisis level, elasticities of both schedules re-

main depressed through the remainder of our sample period.

This is consistent with Proposition 2 in that the crisis permanently alters both De and Se,

reflecting a permanently reduced trading aggressiveness, hi, for the average investor.

Synchronous increases or decreases in the hi s between two different states of the world gen-

erate a positive cross-correlation between the sample mean elasticities of demand and

supply.

Our model permits several plausible mechanisms whereby the unconditional means of

De and Se and the hi might shift. The decreases in elasticities evident in our data might re-

flect a change in the composition of investors—meaning either (i) a general increase in their

risk aversion parameters, the ci, or (ii) a general decrease in their confidence in their private

valuations, the r�2
i , or (iii) a change in the number, I, of investors active in the limit order

books.16 Reinforcing the first explanation, Campbell and Cochrane (1999) show how the

advent of a recession or crisis can elevate risk aversion for the average investor. A crisis

might likewise shake investors’ confidence in their beliefs or valuation models (Bloom,

2013), thus generally decreasing their r�2
i . Likewise, the financial crisis might well have

reduced some investors’ wealth, which Giannetti and Koskinen (2010) link to decreased

market participation by those investors.17 Obviously, these explanations are interrelated.

For example, higher risk aversion or lower confidence in private valuations might lead in-

vestors to foreswear stocks altogether.

The persistent decreases in observed elasticities, potentially associated with the above

factors, run counter to major institutional changes in the KSE after the crisis that aimed to

increase market depth.18 Korea’s post-crisis institutional reforms increased transparency

16 Even if hi ¼ h for all i , a lower number of investors, I, reduces the demand and supply elasticities

because De þ S e ¼
PI

i¼1hi ¼ hI:

17 Because data on the number of Korean investors participating in the domestic equity market are

not publicly available (Giannetti and Koskinen, 2010) and because foreign access to the Korean

equity market expanded substantially after the crisis (Shin and Park, 2008), ascertaining how the

number of investors may have changed is unfortunately infeasible.

18 One notable exception is the stricter restrictions on margin purchases, including higher collateral

requirements and initial margins, imposed during the crisis period. Because margin buying was
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(Solomon, Solomon, and Park, 2002), which should decrease information heterogeneity,

leaving both schedules more elastic. The June 1998 advent of low-cost online trading also

reduced arbitrage costs, and thus should also have flattened demand and supply schedules.

Another major reform, the removal of foreign ownership caps in May 1998, was intro-

duced to reinvigorate the stock market, reflecting the hope that foreign investors might con-

tribute information, or liquidity, and thus elevate market depths. However, its impact on

limit order elasticities is a priori ambiguous. Were foreign investors’ valuations more het-

erogeneous, their presence could permanently reduce the elasticities, explaining the step

function pattern we observe. Because our data distinguish limit orders by domestic individ-

uals, domestic institutions, and foreigners, we can test this. First, we confirm that restricting

the sample to stocks where all three types are present does not change the results reported

in Table III. We then construct three demand and supply schedules, one for each investor

type, each day for each stock, and compare their mean elasticities before and after the crisis

period. Foreigners’ elasticities decline significantly less, and have significantly higher post-

crisis means, than the elasticities of domestic investors.19 Thus, the removal of the cap on

foreign ownership is also an unlikely suspect for reduced elasticities in the post-crisis

period.

In fact, Figure 3 shows both demand and supply elasticities settling into their lower

post-crisis ranges in March 1998, substantially before any of the aforementioned reforms.

All of these observations, taken together, suggest that the seemingly permanently lower

post-crisis elasticities we observe might reflect (i) lasting increases in risk aversion, or (ii)

decreases in the precisions investors attach to their private valuations, or (iii) a decreased

number of investors active in the limit order books, or some combination of the three.

Obviously, these three possibilities are interrelated.

A possible explanation of our findings might arise from recent work linking long-lasting

changes in risk aversion to life experiences of traumatic insecurity, such as the Great

Depression (Graham and Narasimhan, 2004; Graham, Hazarika, and Narasimhan, 2011;

Malmendier and Nagel, 2011; Malmendier, Tate, and Yan, 2011; Schoar and Zuo, 2011).

That living through episodes of extreme stress, such as an earthquake, violent crime, or

war, can alter brain physiology in ways that potentially and permanently reduce baseline

tolerance for stress is also well-established in the neurosciences (Yehuda, 2002). Given

these insights, we posit that our findings might be consistent with the crisis of 1997 having

exclusively used by domestic individual investors before the crisis, these restrictions could have

impeded aggressive limit order placement by those investors in the post-crisis period, reducing

market depth. Indeed, margin purchases, some 20% of buy orders in the pre-crisis period, consti-

tute only about 1% of post-crisis buys. However, an analogous argument cannot explain the simi-

lar drop in market depth for sell orders because short sales were rarely used in either period,

constituting less than 0.5% of sell orders in the pre-crisis period and nearly vanishing in the post-

crisis period.

19 After the crisis, the mean demand elasticity drops by 48%, from 29.9 to 15.4, for domestic individ-

uals (p< 0.01) and by 46%, from 55.8 to 30.0, for domestic institutions (p< 0.01); but only by 16%,

from 42.0 to 35.3, for foreigners (p< 0.10). The mean supply elasticity drops by 45%, from 40.2 to

22.1, for domestic individuals (p< 0.01) and by 33%, from 51.6 to 34.5, for domestic institutions

(p< 0.01); but only by 24%, from 45.9 to 35.1, for foreigners (p< 0.05). The post-crisis mean de-

mand elasticity for foreigners significantly exceeds (p< 0.01) those for domestic individuals and

domestic institutions. The post-crisis mean supply elasticity for foreigners significantly exceeds

(p< 0.01) that for domestic individuals only.
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increased Korean investors’ risk aversion or, equivalently in our model, decreased the preci-

sions they attach to their private valuations (Bloom, 2013).

The finding of the symmetric market depth effect in the long-run is not new. It is pre-

dicted in the risk-neutral model of Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) and demonstrated empiric-

ally by Brennan et al. (2012), who report a cross-correlation of 0.998 between monthly buy

and sell price impact measures (Kyle’s lambda) for NYSE stocks estimated from 1983 to

2008. Estimating the daily cross-correlation in our data over our whole sample, rather than

by month, generates point estimates of 0.67 using opening auction elasticities and 0.23

using 2:30 PM elasticities. These values, though smaller than the estimate of Brennan et al.

(2012), are both significantly positive and thus indicate the predominance of a common

long-term trend. To more closely capture the gist of Proposition 2, and to facilitate com-

parison with Brennan et al. (2012)’s cross-correlation between monthly buy and sell Kyle’s

lambdas, we estimate a second set of cross-correlation coefficients using 49 monthly means

of daily mean elasticities for each curve. The cross-correlation point estimates are 0.92 for

opening auction elasticities and 0.90 for 2:30 PM elasticities—far closer to Brennan et al.

(2012)’s 0.998 estimate, despite using an entirely different methodology and data.

The novelty of this finding is the direction of the trend. Chordia, Roll, and

Subrahmanyam (2001) and Brennan et al. (2012) report a secular trend toward increasing

market depth (smaller price impacts) in the USA, consistent with the conventional view

that, over time, trading frictions decline. Korea does not share this trend, at least during

our sample period, so the US finding may not generalize. The Korean data associate a sub-

stantial recession of market depth with the 1997 crisis, and our model suggests that a gen-

eral elevation in investors’ risk aversion or a general loss of confidence by investors in their

private valuations, or both, might underlie this state-of-the-world change. Calling this a

“state-of-the-world change” seems appropriate because the reduction in market depth per-

sists long after real economic activity and stock market valuations recover, indeed through

the end of our observation window.

To see if our results are driven by orders near market prices (see Section 3.5), we repeat

the exercise using cored elasticities. Figure 4 shows the permanent decrease in mean elastic-

ities to be robust to dropping limit orders priced within 1%, 2%, or 3% of the market

price. Similar patterns are evident using median elasticities.20 Thus, the significant drop in

elasticities we observe is not driven by orders near market prices, and is thus not likely due

to changes in strategic liquidity provision or investor impatience alone, as these effects

would be concentrated near stocks’ market prices.

4.3 Negatively Correlated Demand and Supply Elasticities in the Short Run

The results above provide evidence consistent with the symmetric market depth effect that

Proposition 2 predicts over the long run. However, despite the apparent long-run common

trend shared by the mean demand and supply elasticities, close inspection of panels A and B

in Figure 3 reveals that the magnitudes of the two elasticities often differ markedly. To ex-

plore this further, we calculate scaled mean elasticity differences, defined as mean demand

elasticity minus mean supply elasticity divided by their average, for each trading day.

Panels A and B of Figure 5 plot the daily time-series of these scaled differences measured at

the opening auction and at 2:30 PM, respectively. The mean scaled difference for the whole

20 Within each sub-period, mean elasticities are slightly larger with cored demand and supply

curves. This may be due to non-log linear portion of the data. However, the difference is not large.
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sample is about 8% for opening auction elasticities and about 6.5% for 2:30 PM elastic-

ities. The standard deviations of the scaled differences are large: about 10% for opening

auction elasticities and as high as 18% for 2:30 PM elasticities. Consistent with these, pan-

els A and B of Figure 5 show scaled differences fluctuating widely throughout the sample

period, highlighting that on many trading days, one side of the market is very elastic while

the other is relatively inelastic. This section develops these observations into tests for the

short-run asymmetric market depth effect that Proposition 1 derives.

Figure 6 plots daily mean demand elasticities across individual stocks against daily

mean supply elasticities, using opening auction as well as 2:30 PM elasticities, and using

Figure 4. Mean elasticities for the whole sample and sub-samples dropping limit orders priced within

one, 2%, or 3% of the market price.

Each stock’s elasticity of demand is the negative of the coefficient of log price in a regression explain-

ing log quantity demanded at that price in the stock’s limit order book; while its elasticity of supply is

the coefficient in an analogous regression explaining log quantity supplied. Elasticities are estimated

whenever the stock’s relevant limit order schedule contains over five price-quantity pairs, for the

whole sample and sub-samples where observations within [�k%, k%] range around market prices are

removed for k¼ 1, 2, or 3. Elasticities are measured twice each day from December 1996 to December

2000: first in the opening auction and again at 2:30 PM. Until December 5, 1998, the KSE was opened

Saturday mornings, and the second elasticity is estimated at 11:30 AM on Saturdays. Daily elasticities

are averaged across all stocks and then across days in specified periods: the entire sample, pre-crisis

(December 1996–October 1997), in-crisis (November 1997–October 1998), and post-crisis (November

1998–December 2000) periods.
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elasticities measured across the whole limit order book as well as cored elasticities.21 In

each case, a clear negative relationship is evident in the 2:30 PM elasticities, indicating that

Figure 5. Scaled difference between mean demand and supply elasticities.

Each stock’s elasticity of demand is the negative of the coefficient of log price in a regression explaining

log quantity demanded at that price in the stock’s limit order book; while its elasticity of supply is the co-

efficient in an analogous regression explaining log quantity supplied. Elasticities are estimated whenever

the stock’s relevant limit order schedule contains over five price-quantity pairs. Elasticities are measured

twice each day from December 1996 to December 2000: first in the opening auction and again at 2:30

PM. Until December 5, 1998, the KSE was opened Saturday mornings, and the second elasticity is esti-

mated at 11:30 AM on Saturdays. Daily elasticities are averaged across all stocks. For each day, we sub-

tract supply elasticity from demand elasticity and then scale the difference by the average of demand

and supply elasticity. This scaled difference is graphed against time. The Asian Financial Crisis period is

the time from November 1997 to October 1998. The pre-crisis, and post-crisis periods are December

1996 to October 1997, and November 1998 to December 2000, respectively. Panel A presents results for

the market opening, whereas panel B depicts the corresponding results for 2:30 PM.

21 To save space, we report 1% and 3% cored elasticities only in the figure.
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the result is unlikely to be driven by changes in the shapes of the schedules near the market

prices.

A clear negative cross-correlation becomes apparent in the opening auction elasticities

after dropping limit orders around the market price to generate cored elasticities. This is

consistent with Figure 1, which shows the demand and supply schedules at the opening auc-

tion intersecting to the right of the price axis. The opening auction includes above-market

buy orders and below-market sell orders because investors cannot observe the market price

until the auction is completed. In contrast, investors observe the market price at 2:30 PM,

precluding above-market buy limit orders and below-market sell limit orders. The orders

entered at such disadvantageous prices in the opening auction actually execute at the mar-

ket price, and so are, in effect, transformed into market orders. Consequently, deleting

them by using the cored elasticities is warranted in the opening auction.

Table IV displays the cross-correlation, measured each month, of the daily mean of

all stocks’ demand elasticities with the daily mean of their supply elasticities. The cross-

correlation between 2:30 PM elasticities is significantly negative and ranges between

Figure 6. Relationship between daily mean demand and supply elasticities.

Daily mean demand elasticity is plotted against daily mean supply elasticity, with observations color

coded for pre-crisis (December 1996–October 1997), in-crisis (November 1997–October 1998), and

post-crisis (November 1998–December 2000) periods. Each stock’s elasticity of demand is the negative

of the coefficient of log price in a regression explaining log quantity demanded at that price in the

stock’s limit order book; while its elasticity of supply is the coefficient in an analogous regression ex-

plaining log quantity supplied. Elasticities are estimated whenever the stock’s relevant limit order

schedule contains over five price-quantity pairs; for the whole sample and sub-samples dropping ob-

servations within 1%, 2%, or 3% of market prices. Elasticities are measured twice each day from

December 1996 to December 2000: first in the opening auction and again at 2:30 PM. Until December

5, 1998, the KSE was opened Saturday mornings, and the second elasticity is estimated at 11:30 AM

on Saturdays.
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�0.67 and �0.83 across whole and cored elasticities and over the whole sample and

sub-periods. For opening auction elasticities, similar robust negative correlations of com-

parable magnitudes are evident for cored elasticities, but again less apparent for whole

elasticities, as above. Figure 7 reveals a stable negative cross-correlation within each of

the pre-crisis, in-crisis, and post-crisis sub-periods despite large changes in mean elastic-

ities. This is consistent with our model because the short-run negative cross-correlation

is driven by the switching effect. New draws of investors’ private valuations, the

vif gi¼1;...;I, induce them to switch from being buyers to being sellers and vice versa, while

the long-run positive cross-correlation is driven by shifts in investors’ aggressiveness in

trading on those private valuations, the hif gi¼1;...;I. Regardless of the mean value of the

hx;i across investors, and thus the sub-period population mean elasticities

De
x ¼ Se

x ¼ 1
2

PI
i¼1hx;i ¼ 1

2 Hx, when switching moves investor i from the demand side to

the supply side of the limit order book, the elasticity of demand loses her contribution

hx;i and the elasticity of supply gains precisely the same amount hx;i. The effect generat-

ing the negative correlation in Proposition 1 is essentially unchanged. Thus, the model

can explain how a highly negative cross-correlation can be observed in periods (states of

the world) with markedly different mean elasticities.

Our model and empirical findings also may help reconcile seemingly contentious find-

ings about the price impact of trades, which is known to be asymmetric in unconditional

means. Much of the literature on block trades and institutional trades finds the price impact

of a buy to be significantly larger than that of a comparable sell (Kraus and Stoll, 1972;

Chan and Lakonishok, 1993, 1995; Gemmill, 1996). Saar’s (2001) model explains this by

Table IV. Monthly cross-correlations of daily mean elasticities

For each trading day, we calculate the cross-sectional average values of demand and supply

elasticities. Then, using these average values, we estimate the cross-correlation between de-

mand and supply elasticities for each month. Each stock’s elasticity of demand is the negative

of the coefficient of log price in a regression explaining log quantity demanded; while its elasti-

city of supply is the coefficient in an analogous regression explaining log quantity supplied.

Elasticities are estimated whenever a schedule has more than five price-quantity pairs. Whole

elasticities are estimated using whole demand or supply limit order schedules. Cored elastic-

ities use all parts of the schedules except intervals within 1% or 3% around market prices.

Elasticities are measured twice on each trading day: (1) at the opening auction and (2) 2:30 PM,

30 min before the close. Until December 5, 1998, the KSE was opened Saturdays until noon,

so the second elasticity is measured at 11:30 AM those days. The sample is partitioned into pre-

crisis (December 1996–October 1997), in-crisis (November 1997–October 1998), and post-crisis

(November 1998–December 2000) periods.

Sample Opening auction 2:30 PM

Entire

sample

Pre-crisis In-crisis Post-crisis Entire

sample

Pre-crisis In-crisis Post-crisis

Whole

sample

Mean �0.388 �0.343 �0.517 �0.348 �0.732 �0.668 �0.726 �0.763

p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Cored

at 1%

Mean �0.750 �0.760 �0.818 �0.714 �0.778 �0.833 �0.800 �0.744

p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Cored

at 3%

Mean �0.716 �0.661 �0.778 �0.711 �0.773 �0.730 �0.818 �0.771

p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
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stressing short sale constraints: investors can only readily sell the shares they own, but can

buy any number of shares. In contrast, Keim and Madhavan (1996) find that the price im-

pact of sells in the upstairs market (privately negotiated off-exchange block trades) to be

larger than that of buys. Bikker, Spierdijk, and van der Sluis (2007) also report a higher

price impact of sells in a sample of institutional trades. Michayluk and Neuhauser (2008)

report ask depth exceeding bid depth in a sample of 100 technology stocks, and effective

spreads larger for sells than buys.

Our focus is not the differences in unconditional means, but the time variation in buy

and sell limit order depths if heterogeneity in investors’ private valuations, rather than de-

mand for immediate execution, is paramount. If heterogeneity in private valuations is eco-

nomically important, our model shows that observed price impacts can result from an

interaction of the stock’s demand and supply schedules, and that either sign can prevail.

Our model thus offers a plausible reconciliation of seemingly conflicting previous results

that sample the data at different frequencies or over windows of different lengths.

Similarly, the finding of Chiyachantana et al. (2004) that the price impact of institutional

buys is higher than that of institutional sells in the 1990s bull market, while the opposite is

true in the 2001 bear market, might be explained in our framework under suitable assump-

tions of correlated private valuations or liquidity demands over the business cycle.

Finally, the auto-correlations of daily mean demand and supply elasticities across indi-

vidual stocks (not reported for brevity) are positive, though their magnitudes are small. The

auto-correlation in daily mean 2:30 PM demand elasticities is about 0.10 whether measured

Figure 7. Correlations of daily mean demand and supply elasticities across all stocks.

Each stock’s elasticity of demand is the negative of the coefficient of log price in a regression explain-

ing log quantity demanded at that price in the stock’s limit order book; while its elasticity of supply is

the coefficient in an analogous regression explaining log quantity supplied. Elasticities are measured

from December 1996 to December 2000 at the opening auction and at 2:30 PM whenever the stock’s

relevant limit order schedule contains over five price-quantity pairs. Plots include correlations using

the elasticities based on all limit orders, as well as those based on sub-samples dropping limit orders

within 1%, 2%, or 3% of the market prices. Until December 5, 1998, the KSE operated Saturday morn-

ings, so the second elasticity on those days is estimated at 11:30 AM. For each day, we calculate the

average of daily supply and demand elasticities for all firms. We then calculate the correlation be-

tween aggregate demand and supply elasticities using all days in each month.
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across the whole sample or for the three sub-periods separately, while that in daily mean

2:30 PM supply elasticities is about 0.12. The strong negative cross-correlation and small

positive auto-correlation, together, imply that episodes of high asymmetric variation in

depth are transitory.

4.4 Firm-level Analyses

The cross-correlations analyzed above are of the mean demand and supply elasticities

across individual stocks, and thus reveal systematic patterns in limit order depth. However,

patterns in means or in aggregate variables may not be observed in firm-level variables. For

example, excess volatility observed at the index level (Campbell and Shiller, 1988a, 1988b)

is not observed at the firm level (Vuolteenaho, 2002); and the positive contemporaneous re-

lationship between earnings and stock returns detectable at the firm level is not found at

the index level (Kothari, Lewellen, and Warner, 2006; Hirshleifer, Hou, and Teoh, 2009).

We therefore examine the cross-correlations of individual stocks’ elasticities of limit order

demand and supply in three different ways.

The first approach uses daily snapshots of the demand and supply schedules for each stock

to estimate the cross-correlation of its elasticity of demand and elasticity of supply for each

month. Like the cross-correlation of the means in Table IV, the mean of the firm-level cross-

correlations is significantly negative, though the point estimate is smaller. As with the mean

elasticities, cored elasticities exhibit stronger negative cross-correlations than whole elastic-

ities since whole elasticities at the opening auction are calculated including above-market buy

orders and below-market sell orders, as discussed in Section 4.3. The results are reported in

Table A.I and Figure A.1 of online Appendix II. For both opening auction and 2:30 PM, the

means of the auto-correlations at the individual firm-level (not reported) are near zero. Such

small auto-correlation suggests that extreme elasticities are transitory phenomena.

The second approach estimates firm-day panel regressions, allowing for heteroscedastic-

ity and firm-level clustering, of the form

Se
j;t ¼

X
t

at þ
X

j

aj þ bDe
j;t þ ej;t; (10)

where the at and aj are time and firm fixed effects. Table V presents estimates of b, with the

fDe
j;t; S

e
j;tg being either whole elasticities or cored elasticities, using alternatively the full sam-

ple period or the pre-crisis, in-crisis, and post-crisis sub-periods. Consistent with Table IV

and Figure 7, highly significant negative coefficients arise in the whole sample and in each

sub-period for the 2:30 PM elasticities, regardless of using whole elasticities or cored elas-

ticities. For opening auction elasticities, highly significant negative coefficients arise in

cored elasticities in the whole sample and in each sub-period. However, we obtain much

smaller coefficients in absolute values and sometimes even with wrong signs for whole elas-

ticities. These results are driven by noise generated by above-market buy orders and below-

market sell orders only present at the opening auction, as discussed in Section 4.3.

The third approach examines the two elasticities around days when one is abnormally

inelastic. Abnormal elasticity for each firm each day is calculated as the firm’s elasticity

minus its mean of the pre-crisis, in-crisis, or post-crisis sub-period, whichever is relevant.

We define an extreme inelasticity to be an observation in the bottom quintile of the distri-

bution of abnormal elasticities. Panels A and B of Figure A.2 in online Appendix II depict

our results. In summary, Figure A.2 in online Appendix II reveals extreme limit order depth

to be markedly asymmetric, with most pronounced asymmetry for the 2:30 PM elasticities
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and cored elasticities measured at the opening auction. Figure A.2 in online Appendix II

also shows the transitory nature of this asymmetry, with virtually complete subsidence evi-

dent within 1 to 2 trading days. This is consistent with very low auto-correlation in elastic-

ities at the firm level, as in the daily mean elasticities across firms.

5. Conclusions

A parsimonious model shows limit order placements to depend on investors’ steadfastly het-

erogeneous private valuations and trading with different degrees of aggressiveness, which in

turn depends on their risk aversion and confidence in their private valuations. While standard

models of market depth, such as Admati and Pfleiderer (1988) and Foster and Vishwanathan

Table V. Firm-level panel regressions of supply on demand elasticities

Firm-level daily panel regressions are based on the following equation:

Se
j;t ¼

X
t

at þ
X

j

aj þ bDe
j;t þ ej;t;

where De
j;t (Se

j ;t ) is the elasticity of demand (supply) and the at and aj are time and firm fixed ef-

fects. Each stock’s elasticity of demand is the negative of the coefficient of log price in a regres-

sion explaining log quantity demanded; while its elasticity of supply is the coefficient in an

analogous regression explaining log quantity supplied. Elasticities are estimated whenever a

schedule has more than five price-quantity pairs. Whole elasticities are estimated using whole

demand or supply limit order schedules. Cored elasticities use all parts of the schedules except

intervals within 1%, 2%, or 3% around market prices. We report separate regressions using

elasticities at the opening auction and using elasticity snapshots or limit order books at 2:30

PM, 30 min before the close. Until December 5, 1998, the KSE was opened Saturdays until

noon, so the second elasticity is measured at 11:30 AM those days. The sample is partitioned

into pre-crisis (December 1996–October 1997), in-crisis (November 1997–October 1998), and

post-crisis (November 1998–December 2000) periods. Probability levels (p-values) are based on

t-statistics adjusted for firm clustering.

Sample Opening auction 2:30 PM

Entire

sample

Pre-crisis In-crisis Post-crisis Entire

sample

Pre-crisis In-crisis Post-crisis

Whole

sample

Mean 0.006 �0.006 �0.016 0.007 �0.178 �0.187 �0.206 �0.167

p-Value 0.016 0.166 <0.001 0.008 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Adjusted R2 0.027 0.046 0.044 0.049 0.030 0.045 0.044 0.029

Number of

observations

530,405 89,321 110,910 330,174 544,224 102,645 111,088 330,491

Cored

at 1%

Mean �0.107 �0.129 �0.146 �0.083 �0.156 �0.176 �0.194 �0.143

p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Adjusted R2 0.019 0.042 0.027 0.020 0.024 0.045 0.037 0.023

Number of

observations

423,593 45,162 78,700 299,731 491,918 70,914 99,680 321,324

Cored

at 3%

Mean �0.106 �0.182 �0.131 �0.119 �0.164 �0.252 �0.176 �0.181

p-Value <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

Adjusted R2 0.021 0.039 0.022 0.022 0.026 0.053 0.033 0.027

Number of

observations

321,442 10,324 50,022 261,096 351,460 14,539 59,708 277,213
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(1993), suggest positive co-movement in the demand and supply schedules, our model allows

a negative cross-correlation between a stock’s elasticity of demand and elasticity of supply in

the short run and a positive cross-correlation over the long run.22

The negative cross-correlation between the elasticities of demand and supply, which we

dub the asymmetric market depth effect, arises because new private information causes in-

vestors, previously offering to sell, to switch to offering to buy and vice versa. When an in-

vestor switches from one side of the market to the other, so does the contribution of her

trading aggressiveness to the slope of that side’s limit order schedule. Switching thus adds

to the slope of one side of the limit order book while subtracting from the slope of the other

side. Because we envision new private information arriving frequently, the model predicts

this effect dominating in short-run data.

The positive cross-correlation effect, or the symmetric market depth effect, arises be-

cause market-wide events, such as financial crises, can cause investors’ risk aversions and

the precisions they attach to their private valuation to co-vary. Such events leave the aggres-

siveness of investors on both sides of the limit order book similarly changed, and thus both

the demand and supply elasticities similarly increased or decreased. Because we envision in-

vestors’ risk aversion and confidence in their private valuation shifting only infrequently,

the model predicts this effect to be most evident in long-run data.

Complete limit order books from the Korean Stock Exchange reveal the persistent im-

portance of far out-of-the-money buy and sell limit orders, consistent with investors adher-

ing to economically significantly different heterogeneous private valuations of asset values.

Real time data on all limit orders allow the direct measurement of limit order demand and

supply elasticities, sidestepping the identification problems normally encountered in esti-

mating demand and supply curves from market prices and quantities traded.

Consistent with the model, a positive cross-correlation between Korean limit order de-

mand and supply elasticities is evident in long-run data. Both become markedly less elastic

after the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis. The model suggests that this could reflect either

increased risk aversion or decreased precision of private valuation, reducing the aggressive-

ness of heterogeneously informed investors’ information-based trading. Such changes, by

affecting all (or most) investors in the same way at the same time, induce a common drop in

limit order demand and supply elasticities. Thus, although Chordia, Roll, and

Subrahmanyam (2001) and Brennan et al. (2012) report a secular trend toward increasing

market depth (smaller price impacts) in the USA, our findings show that a major financial

crisis can reduce market depth for a sustained period of time; and that this reduction can

persist long after real economic activity and stock market valuations regain their pre-crisis

levels. Our finding is consistent with a major crisis (possibly permanently) elevating sur-

vivors’ risk aversion (Yehuda, 2002; Graham and Narasimhan, 2004; Graham, Hazarika,

and Narasimhan, 2011; Malmendier and Nagel, 2011; Malmendier, Tate, and Yan, 2011;

Schoar and Zuo, 2011) and increasing their uncertainty about the precisions of their private

valuations (Bloom, 2013). In contrast, but again consistent with the model, short-run data

reveal a strong negative cross-correlation between the elasticity of demand and the elasticity

22 In a model of short-run price pressure, Kalay and Wohl (2009) use the elasticity of one side of the

market to infer the presence of liquidity traders on the other, but do not explicitly investigate the

cross-correlation between demand and supply elasticities. Unlike our model, their analysis relies

on the presence of liquidity traders who exert price pressure, and is focused exclusively on the

short run.
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of supply. That is, a stock tends to have an abnormally steep limit order demand schedule

on days when its limit order supply schedule is unusually flat, and vice versa. Our model

can also explain stable negative cross-correlation observed throughout the pre-, in-, and

post-crisis periods of our sample, despite large changes in both mean elasticities and market

conditions associated with the 1997 financial crisis.

Our model based on investors adhering to heterogeneous private valuations complements

the literature on strategic liquidity provision (e.g., Handa and Schwartz, 1996; Parlour, 1998;

Hollifield, Miller, and Sandås, 2004; Foucault, Kadan, and Kandel, 2005, Goettler, Parlour,

and Rajan, 2005, 2009; Hollifield et al., 2006; Ros�u, 2009; Buti and Rindi, 2013). We believe

both approaches to be important in understanding financial markets, and see considerable

scope for future research elaborating and combining the two modeling strategies.

Our model and empirical findings underscore the need for future work exploring the in-

formation diffusion process in financial markets, whereby informed trading capitalizes pri-

vate information into stock prices (Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980) and possible interaction

between order flow, stock prices, and limit order book depth (Biais, Hillion, and Spatt,

1995; Ahn, Bae, and Chan, 2001; Cha and Lee, 2001). While we focus on the time-series

variation in stock price elasticities in this article, investigation on the cross-sectional vari-

ation of elasticities is left as a fruitful area for future research.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data are available at Review of Finance online.

Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 1

Proof: Differentiating Equations (3) and (4) with respect to price, we obtain an equiva-

lence result: namely, that

De þ Se ¼
XI

i¼1

hidvi>p þ
XI

i¼1

hidvi<p ¼
XI

i¼1

hi ¼ H

almost everywhere—i.e., for all p 62 v1; . . . ; vIf g. Therefore,

cov De; Seð Þ ¼ cov De;H�Deð Þ ¼ �var Deð Þ < 0;

and, similarly,

cov De; Seð Þ ¼ cov H� Se; Seð Þ ¼ �var Seð Þ < 0:

Thus, var Seð Þ ¼ var Deð Þ. This immediately implies a perfect negative correlation between

the market elasticities of demand and supply;

qðDe; SeÞ � cov De; Seð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
varðDeÞ

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
varðSeÞ

p ¼ � var Deð Þ
varðDeÞ ¼ �1:

Proof of Proposition 2

Proof: Consider a state of the world x, containing T trading days. Investors’ private valu-

ations are unbiased and normally distributed, so they fall symmetrically around the market
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clearing price, p�, each day, t. Moreover, all investors’ private valuations each day are seri-

ally independent, so each contributes to the buy and sell side limit order books on roughly

half of all trading days. Recalling that dvi;t>p�t is an indicator set to one if investor i’s private

valuation exceeds the market price on a given day, causing her to contribute to demand ra-

ther than supply, we have that the indicator’s population mean within any state of the

world x must be E dvi;t>p�t jx
� �

¼ 1
2. Given this, the population mean of the elasticity of de-

mand is

De
x ¼ E Dejxð Þ ¼ lim

T!1

1

T

XT

t¼1

XI

i¼1

dvi;t>p�t hi;x ¼
XI

i¼1

hi;x lim
T!1

1

T

XT

t¼1

dvi;t>p�t ¼
1

2

XI

i¼1

hi;x ¼
Hx

2
:

Recall the equivalence result in Proposition 1 that De þ Se ¼ H. Therefore, De
x þ Se

x ¼ Hx

also holds for population means within state of the world x. Substituting this into the ex-

pression derived above shows that Se
x ¼ Hx �De

x ¼ 1
2 Hx as well. Thus, we obtain a second

equivalence result: namely, that in each state of the world x, De
x ¼ Se

x ¼ 1
2 Hx. Combining

the two equivalence results immediately implies that De
x and Se

x rise and fall together across

different states of the world, and that q De
x; S

e
x

� �
¼ þ1.
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